For nearly three decades, the sequence of the human mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) has provided a molecular framework for understanding maternally inherited diseases. However, the vast majority of human mitochondrial disorders are caused by nuclear genome defects, which is not surprising since the mtDNA encodes only 13 proteins. Advances in genomics, mass spectrometry, and computation have only recently made it possible to systematically identify the complement of over 1,000 proteins that comprise the mammalian mitochondrial proteome. Here, we review recent progress in characterizing the mitochondrial proteome and highlight insights into its complexity, tissue heterogeneity, evolutionary origins, and biochemical versatility. We then discuss how this proteome is being used to discover the genetic basis of respiratory chain disorders as well as to expand our definition of mitochondrial disease. Finally, we explore future prospects and challenges for using the mitochondrial proteome as a foundation for systems analysis of the organelle.
INTRODUCTION
The sequencing of the human mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) was an important milestone in the history of mitochondrial biology and medicine. The resulting landmark paper, published in 1981, was a technical tour de force that reported the complete sequence of this 16,569 base-pair, circular molecule (3) . Companion articles in the same issue of Nature annotated its RNA and protein products (71, 82) . The mtDNA genome and annotations enabled wide-ranging investigations of the organelle's evolutionary origin and biochemical function as well as explorations into human history and migration. This work also launched the race to identify the first mtDNA mutations that cause maternally inherited disorders, which were first reported in 1988 (44, 117, 118) . Since then, over 150 mutations have been associated with maternally inherited syndromes (92) , and ongoing work aims to distinguish pathogenic from benign variants (65, 69, 70) . In addition, the mtDNA has been sequenced extensively across populations to determine its natural variation (48) .
A key, early insight from the mtDNA sequence was that its limited coding capacity could account for only a small fraction of the organelle's proteome. The 13 proteins encoded by mammalian mtDNA are all components of the respiratory chain, which generates the majority of cellular ATP via oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). However, the remaining ∼77 respiratory chain subunits are encoded by nuclear genes, as are all proteins required for the transcription, translation, modification, and assembly of the 13 mtDNA proteins (28) . All the components of numerous other mitochondrial pathways are also nuclear encoded, including the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, protein import, fatty acid and amino acid oxidation, apoptosis, and biosynthesis of ketone bodies, pyrimidines, heme, and urea. Furthermore, during the decades following the sequencing of the mtDNA, it became clear that maternally inherited mitochondrial disorders represent only ∼15-20% of all inherited human mitochondrial disorders (26) .
By the late 1990s, there was a growing appreciation for the role of the nuclear genome in shaping the mitochondrion in normal and disease states, yet it was not clear just how many nuclear-encoded proteins were targeted to this organelle. Quantitative two-dimensional (2D) gels of highly purified mitochondria revealed approximately ∼1,500 distinct spots (61) , providing one estimate of the size of the mitochondrial proteome. Interestingly, the genomes of alpha-proteobacteria, which are the closest living relatives of modern day mitochondria, encode a total of ∼1,000 distinct protein products (4) . Together, such estimates suggest that the mammalian mitochondrial proteome consists of ∼1,000-1,500 distinct proteins.
After the human genome was sequenced in 2001, ambitious campaigns were launched to systematically catalog the mammalian mitochondrial proteome. At that time, only ∼350 distinct, bona fide human mitochondrial proteins were known. With the availability of wellannotated genome sequences, combined with key advances in tandem mass spectrometry and computation, it was possible to more comprehensively define this organelle's proteome. These advances have fueled progress in understanding the genetics of human mitochondrial disease. Here, we review different approaches to characterize the protein inventory of mammalian mitochondria and then discuss some remarkable biological and medical insights that have been gained. Although characterization of the mitochondrial proteome represents an extraordinarily important milestone for mitochondrial biology, it is only the first step towards a systematic understanding of the organelle in health and disease.
DEFINING THE MITOCHONDRIAL PROTEOME
The mitochondrial proteome refers to the subset of the ∼20,000 distinct mammalian proteins (20) that are primarily localized to this cellular compartment. Defining this inventory is challenging because no single targeting sequence directs import into the organelle, some proteins are of very low abundance, and other components are likely expressed only in specific developmental stages or cell types. Consequently, no single method can presently identify all mitochondrial proteins. Here we review the most fruitful strategies to date.
Targeting Signal
A purely computational strategy for identifying mitochondrial proteins is to search for their targeting sequences. There are at least five different mechanisms controlling import into the mitochondria, as described in a recent review (17) . The primary pathway directs proteins to the matrix based on a cleavable peptide presequence, typically 15-50 residues long, that contains an α-helix with positively charged residues on one side and uncharged, hydrophobic residues on the other. Some of these proteins are subsequently sorted to the inner membrane and intermembrane space based on consecutive peptide sequences. A second mechanism imports outer membrane proteins via a carboxyterminal signal. A third mechanism imports hydrophobic inner membrane proteins in a loop conformation, using a series of noncontiguous internal targeting signals (120) . Fourth, some small cysteine-rich intermembrane space proteins (e.g., Tim9 and Tim10 in yeast) are imported using an internal targeting signal (8, 68) . Lastly, many proteins are simply tail-anchored in the outer membrane via α-helices (17) .
Many algorithms have been developed to computationally predict the cleavable, presequence targeting signal. These include TargetP (31), pTARGET (41) , PSORT (77) , iPSORT (9), Predotar (97), ngLoc (52), MitPred (59), MitoPred (42) , and MitoProt (21), as described in a recent comparative review (40) . The major limitations of these tools are that they give many false-positive predictions when applied to the entire proteome, and also they cannot detect all mitochondrial proteins, as the presequence is only one of several import mechanisms. For example, the popular TargetP program detects signals in 60% of proteins with experimental evidence of mitochondrial localization.
However, an estimated 69% of its predictions are false; at its most stringent setting, TargetP has a 3% false-positive rate but detects targeting signals in only 20% of mitochondrial proteins (84) . Hence, due to limited sensitivity and specificity, targeting sequence prediction cannot be used in isolation to define the mitochondrial proteome.
Mass Spectrometry-Based Proteomics
To date, the most successful experimental strategy for defining the mitochondrial proteome has been the application of mass spectrometry (MS) to identify proteins from highly enriched mitochondrial extracts. The ostensibly straightforward task of separating and identifying mitochondrial proteins is technically challenging given their number and dynamic range. Pioneering studies in 1998 and 2001 initially separated mitochondrial proteins by 2D gel and used peptide mass fingerprinting or MS to identify 46 proteins in human placental mitochondria (89) and 80 mitochondrial proteins from a human neuroblastoma cell line (94) . Advances in separation and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) techniques enabled more sensitive detection, including 615 mitochondrial proteins from human heart (104) and 399 from mouse brain, heart, kidney, and liver (72); however, careful analyses revealed that these studies detected only abundant molecules (72) . Newer-generation MS/MS technology is far more sensitive and enables detection of proteins across six orders of magnitude of abundance. For example, Kislinger and colleagues identified 2,533 proteins in mitochondrial extracts from mouse brain, heart, kidney, liver, lung, and placenta as part of a large study on organellar proteomics (54) . A series of additional studies have identified 1,130 mitochondrial proteins from adipocyte 3T3-L1 cells (1); 1,162 from rat brain, liver, heart, and kidney (51); 689 proteins from rat muscle, heart and liver (34) ; and 297 from mouse liver (36) . Pagliarini et al. recently analyzed mitochondrial extracts from 14 diverse mouse tissues and detected a total of 3,881 proteins (84) .
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It is important to note that not all proteins detected in such mitochondrial extracts actually represent genuine mitochondriallocalized proteins. Due to the high sensitivity of these newer generation instruments, many of these detected proteins are copurifying contaminants, which represent up to 75% of proteins detected by the most sensitive MS/MS experiments. One rigorous experimental approach to distinguish contaminants is protein correlation profiling (PCP), which first separates organelles using a sucrose gradient and then compares profiles of peptides across gradient fractions to profiles of marker proteins for each organelle. Foster et al. used PCP to assign 1,404 proteins to distinct organelles, including 297 mitochondrial proteins (36) . In an alternate computational approach, Kislinger et al. compared MS/MS abundance measurements of each protein across four cellular compartments to confidently assign mitochondrial localization to 334 of the 2,533 detected proteins (54). Pagliarini et al. recently developed a subtractive proteomics experimental approach whereby both crude and highly purified mitochondria were analyzed by MS/MS, and proteins with greater abundance in purified mitochondria received higher scores of mitochondrial localization (84) .
Microscopy
A complementary experimental approach relies on microscopy to establish mitochondrial localization. This can be accomplished by immunofluorescence of native proteins using antibodies, tagging endogenous proteins with epitopes such as GFP, or transfecting cells with exogenous tagged genes. Unfortunately, the availability of high-quality antibodies limits the first approach. Tagging of endogenous proteins, which has been applied successfully to the yeast proteome (46, 57) , has been extended to mouse but is not yet a high-throughput method (83) . Large-scale efforts to visualize tagged exogenous proteins in mammals include the ongoing lifeDB project (http://www.lifedb.de) (66) and the completed MitoCarta project (http://www.broadinstitute.org/pubs/ MitoCarta) (84) . Currently, there are a total of 321 human proteins and 166 mouse mitochondrial proteins evidenced through microscopy, according to the MitoMiner database (98) . Although microscopy provides excellent proof of subcellular localization, this technique is hampered in mammals by the time-consuming process, the inability to tag all relevant splice forms, the lack of necessary chaperones/modifiers in cellular models, the potential interference of the epitope tag with the import machinery, and the resolution limit of light microscopy.
Other Methods
Additional clues of mitochondrial localization can be garnered from other experimental and computational genomic methods. Sequence homology is extremely helpful in extrapolating subcellular localization data from model organisms to humans. One of the best methods for prediction of human mitochondrial proteins relies on the presence of protein domains that are found exclusively in eukaryotic SwissProt proteins known to localize to mitochondria (42, 84) . In yeast, experimental genetic approaches have successfully detected hundreds of mitochondrial proteins through the observation of a petite phenotype or reduced growth when the yeast deletion strain is grown on nonfermentable substrates (25, 29, 100) . Additional prediction methods include guilt-byassociation of profiles of mRNA transcript levels across diverse tissues (15, 72, 73, 80, 84) , detection of mRNA transcripts that are specifically induced during mitochondrial biogenesis (75) , and presence of mitochondrial-specific cisregulatory motifs in gene promoters (15, 73) .
Integrative Approaches
While the individual approaches all provide useful clues to mitochondrial localization, ensemble methods that combine various techniques have yielded the most comprehensive and accurate mitochondrial protein inventories. These include ad hoc approaches, such as MitoPred (42), and supervised machine learning techniques such as linear classification in yeast (88) and Bayesian classification in human (15) . The most recent and comprehensive mitochondrial inventory combines literature curation, large-scale green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagging/microscopy, and a Bayesian integration of seven additional data sources: subtractive proteomics of mitochondria from 14 mouse tissues, presence of mitochondrial-specific protein domains, mRNA coexpression, targeting signal prediction, transcriptional induction during mitochondrial proliferation, homology to yeast mitochondrial proteins, and protein homology to Rickettsia, the relative of the mitochondrion's bacterial ancestor. This catalog, named MitoCarta (http://www.broadinstitute.org/pubs/ MitoCarta/), contains 1,098 distinct gene loci with an estimated 10% false-positives (84) .
Collectively, the complementary techniques described here have laid the foundation for defining the inventory of mitochondrial proteins. Several online databases serve up these datasets ( Table 1) .
PROPERTIES OF THE MITOCHONDRIAL PROTEOME
The near-comprehensive inventory of mitochondrial proteins has enabled systems-level investigation of the complexity of this organelle and its diverse roles in the cell. Below, we discuss some of the interesting insights that have emerged on the size and complexity of the mitochondrial proteome and on the extent of dual localization, tissue diversity, biochemical capacities, and evolutionary conservation.
Size and Dynamic Range
The most complete mitochondrial catalog contains ∼1,100 gene loci that encode mitochondrial proteins (84) . This MitoCarta catalog is estimated to be 85% complete, based on a Bayesian probabilistic model that incorporates training data and a prior probability that 7% of all mammalian genes are mitochondrial. Allowing the prior probability to range between 5% and 12%, the Bayesian model predicts that 1,050-1,400 genes encode mitochondrial proteins. Of course, each gene locus can encode multiple splice forms, and these proteins may have multiple posttranslational modifications; thus, the repertoire of unique protein forms may exceed the number of gene loci by up to tenfold. At present our best estimates suggest that a total of 1,100-1,400 distinct gene loci encode mitochondrial proteins.
Mitochondrial proteins span a broad dynamic range of abundance. Mitochondrial proteins that span five or six orders of magnitude of abundance have been previously reported (36, 54) . Based on 2D gels, the two most abundant inner and outer membrane proteins are the adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT1) and voltage-dependent anion-selective channel (VDAC), respectively (113) . Recent MS/MS analysis supports the high abundance of these proteins. Based on rough estimates of protein abundance across 14 mouse tissues (84), the five most abundant mitochondrial proteins are ATP5A1, ATP5B, ACO2, ANT1, and ANT2; VDAC1 ranks 33rd in abundance.
Dual Localization
It has long been known that proteins can be dual localized to serve similar functions in different compartments with distinct regulatory properties. This redundancy allows the ∼20,000 mammalian gene loci (20) to encode proteins that are exquisitely regulated both spatially and temporally. Although gene duplications can create paralogous proteins that may have specific locations (e.g., HMGCS1 and HMGCS2), dual localization typically refers to the protein products from a single gene locus that are present in multiple compartments. This dual localization can be accomplished through several mechanisms, including alternative splicing or alternative start sites to produce two distinct proteins, one of which contains a mitochondrial targeting sequence [e.g., ISCU (108) upon stimulus, such as the proapoptotic protein BID that translocates from the cytosol to the mitochondrion following a death stimulus (62) .
Several large-scale studies have systematically investigated dual localization of cellular proteins. Foster et al. localized 1,404 mouse proteins using PCP (described above) and confidently detected multiple locations for 39% of all proteins and 16% of mitochondrial proteins (36) . In yeast, Kumar et al. determined localization of 2,744 proteins by tagging and microscopy and found evidence of dual localization for 11% of all proteins and 15% of proteins with mitochondrial staining (57) . Collectively, these studies suggest that ∼15% of mitochondrial proteins are dual-localized.
Pathways
The mitochondrion houses not only pathways for energy metabolism, such as OXPHOS and the TCA cycle, but dozens of additional pathways, such as heme biosynthesis, fatty acid/amino acid oxidation, pyrimidine biosynthesis, calcium homeostasis, and apoptosis. Of the ∼1,100 proteins in the mitochondrial proteome, approximately 300 have no known function and an additional 300 have only domain annotations based on sequence similarity (84) . These proteins could be new components of well-studied pathways or, alternatively, represent components of pathways not previously appreciated even to reside in mitochondria. Nilsson et al. coupled the MitoCarta inventory with large-scale coexpression analysis to identify novel mitochondrial transporters and chaperones required for heme biosynthesis (80). Huynen et al. performed a functional network analysis of the mammalian mitochondrion (47), building on elegant studies in yeast (88) , and highlighted uncharacterized proteins tightly connected to modules of known function now shown to reside in the mitochondrion. There have been some surprises from these initial analyses of mitochondrial pathways. For example, it's now quite clear that mammalian mitochondria house nearly all of the protein components for type II fatty acid synthesis (43) , which may be important for the biosynthesis of lipoic acid, and possibly for fatty acids that are incorporated into the mitochondrial lipids. These large-scale proteomic surveys have also revealed a large number of proteins that appear to be involved in reversible phosphorylation and acetylation (84) , suggesting the existence of a large signaling network within the organelle.
Tissue Diversity
Decades of biochemical and ultrastructural studies have shown that mitochondrial function and structure varies across cell types. Largescale proteomic surveys have provided valuable molecular insights into this tissue diversity. The heart, for example, contains over twofold more mitochondria than brain regions (Figure 1a) . There are qualitative differences in these mitochondria, too. In the first proteomic comparison across tissues, Mootha et al. found that mitochondria obtained from distinct organs shared approximately 75% of their proteins (72) . This general model of protein sharing has been confirmed with more extensive analyses of the organelle. Specifically, of the ∼1,100 mitochondrial proteins, it appears that almost half are core components found in virtually all tissues, whereas the remaining half are distributed in a tissue-specific manner (Figure 1b) (84) . Mitochondria from developmentally related organs tend to share more proteins. Interestingly, a recent investigation of the mitochondrial proteome of brown fat is consistent with the recent discovery that brown fat derives from muscle (35) .
Some core pathways show rather surprising patterns of tissue diversity. As expected, complexes I, II, III, and V appear to be found in high abundance in all tissues surveyed (Figure 1c) . However, complex IV is a curious outlier and appears to have a fair number of subunits that are expressed in a tissuedependent manner (Figure 1c) , consistent with previous reports (16) . The mitochondrial ribosome may be the most surprising of all large macromolecular complexes. Although it is required for translating the 13 mtDNA-encoded proteins in all tissues, many of its subunits appear to be expressed in a tissue-specific manner (Figure 1c) . It is tempting to speculate that perhaps these are regulatory subunits responsible for tissue-specific translational control, which may have important implications for the tissuespecific pathology observed in mtDNA disease.
Recently, Balaban et al. have not only characterized tissue-specific mitochondrial proteomes in rats (51) but have also combined these inventories with biochemical pathway maps to model the biosynthetic capacities of different organs (50) S m a ll in t e s t in e L a r g e in t e s t in e T e s t is P la c e n t a L u n g T h y m u s S p le e n E y e F e t u s 
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T e s t is P la c e n t a proteomic inventories to constrain their flux balance analysis models of heart-specific mitochondrial metabolism (105, 114) . These innovative studies represent some of the very first attempts to use the mitochondrial proteome as a framework for systems physiology.
Evolutionary Origins
Evidence suggests that modern day mitochondria derive from an α-proteobacterial endosymbiont (4). The endosymbiont lost or transferred most of its DNA to the host nucleus and, additionally, many host proteins acquired a b Bacteria Ancient eukaryote Animal Mammal
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Figure 2
Evolutionary history of all 24,000 human proteinencoding genes (a) and of 1,100 protein-encoding mitochondrial genes (b), based on sequence similarity to proteins in 500 fully sequenced species (84) .
targeting signals to the organelle. Interestingly, only about 15-20% of the current human mitochondrial proteome is estimated to be derived from the original endosymbiont DNA (38) . Because the evolutionary origins of mitochondria have been recently reviewed (32, 47, 60), we focus here on some insights gained from the nearly comprehensive characterization of mammalian mitochondrial proteomes (84) .
Mammalian mitochondrial proteins exhibit far more evolutionary conservation compared to other cellular components. Nearly 75% of mitochondrial proteins have clear bacterial ancestry, compared to only 48% of all mammalian proteins (Figure 2) . Even though most of the mitochondrial components have ancient origin, 9% apparently have homologues only in metazoans, including 10 complex I subunits, 8 complex IV subunits, and 18 mitochondrial ribosomal proteins, suggesting recent innovations in these complexes. Some mitochondrial proteins have evolved specifically in the vertebrate lineage, including several factors required for apoptosis. Phylogenetic profiling, a method that relates proteins to each other based on shared evolutionary histories (64, 87) , has been very useful in elucidating the function of several mitochondrial proteins (39, 81, 84, 102) .
MENDELIAN MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASES
The availability of the mitochondrial proteome has enabled systematic approaches to understanding mitochondrial diseases. In this section, we review how this protein inventory, coupled with new genomic methods, has assisted in the discovery of mitochondrial disease genes as well as in expanding our definition of these disorders.
Respiratory Chain Diseases
Respiratory chain diseases (RCD) represent a large subset of mitochondrial disorders and are biochemically characterized by defective oxidative phosphorylation. They occur at an estimated prevalence of 1 in 5,000 live births and are collectively the most common inborn error of metabolism (27) . The mitochondrial respiratory chain (RC) is composed of five macromolecular complexes, encoded by 13 mtDNA and ∼77 nuclear genes (28) , which together generate the vast majority of cellular ATP. Defects in this machinery can cause diseases that range in severity from neonatal lethality to adult-onset neurodegeneration. Clinical presentation can be highly variable, but involvement of multiple organ systems is common. Clinical features can include skeletal muscle myopathy, cardiomyopathy, seizures, strokes, ataxia, peripheral neuropathy, blindness, deafness, GI dysmotility, liver failure, bone marrow dysfunction, and pancreatic exocrine and endocrine dysfunction (27) . These disorders are also genetically heterogeneous and can exhibit maternal, autosomal dominant, recessive, or Xlinked inheritance patterns, although in many cases they are sporadic. Estimates suggest that ∼15-20% of RCD are due to mtDNA mutations, while the rest are likely caused by nuclear defects (18, 26) . Due to their clinical and genetic heterogeneity, and the pleoitropy of known disease loci, RCD diagnosis is extremely difficult (11, 76, 116) .
Discovery of nuclear genes underlying RCD has accelerated dramatically over the past few years due to advances in genomics and mitochondrial proteomics. Typically, RCD genes have been identified through candidate gene approaches or through mapping techniques such as linkage analysis, homozygosity www.annualreviews.org • Mitochondria and Human Diseasemapping, or chromosomal transfer. However, mapping methods usually implicate large chromosomal intervals containing many genes, and it can be difficult to pinpoint the causal mutation. Since genes encoding mitochondrial proteins are strong candidates for RCD, crossing an implicated region with the list of mitochondrial genes can quickly focus the search to a handful of high-confidence candidates that can be resequenced.
The first genetics study to integrate largescale genomic and proteomic information successfully discovered mutations in LRPPRC underlying Leigh Syndrome French Canadian variant (74) . The same underlying approach was subsequently used to identify ETHE1 as the causal gene in ethylmalonic encephalopathy (106) . Additional genomic clues were combined into a Bayesian predictor called Maestro that could be applied to predict candidate disease genes within any genetic interval (15) . Maestro and related methods have been used to identify mutations in MPV17 (99), TMEM70 (19) , and CORO1A (119). However, for very large genetic intervals, additional methods are necessary to further prioritize the mitochondrial protein-encoding genes. One innovative approach that has been used to identify genes contributing to RC complex I deficiency is phylogenetic profiling. This method relies on the observation that complex I has been lost multiple times in eukaryotic evolution and thus proteins sharing the same pattern of evolutionary loss may be functionally related. This method was first applied to pinpoint causal mutations in NDUFAF2 (81) and later applied to discover mutations in C8orf38 (84) and C20orf7 (102) .
The growing catalog of genes underlying RCD (124) provides valuable insights into molecular pathogenesis. To date, 92 proteinencoding genes have been identified whose mutations underlie RCD. These 92 proteins span five pathways (Figure 3) , as described by Kirby et al. (53) . First, mutations in any of the 13 mtDNA protein-encoding genes (or in any of its tRNAs or rRNAs) can underlie RCDs (28, 86, 103, 111) . Second, mutations in many of the nuclear genes encoding these subunits can cause RCD. Third, a large class of RCD genes encode proteins that are essential for the proper import, maturation, and assembly of the OXPHOS complexes. Fourth, membrane dynamics are required for proper import. Finally, the mtDNA requires a balanced pool of nucleotides for proper replication and transcription, and it's now clear that mutations in this pathway can give rise to OXPHOS disease secondary to loss of mtDNA homeostasis. Some genes are not readily classified, because the gene function is not well characterized (e.g., MPV17 and FASTKD2) or because the method of pathogenesis is more indirect, as is the case with ETHE1 mutations that cause complex IV inhibition via H 2 S toxicity (107) . As additional RCD genes are identified, more pathways essential to respiratory chain function are likely to be uncovered, and human genetics may help us to understand how cells assemble their mitochondria.
Expanding the Definition of Mitochondrial Disease
Traditionally, mitochondrial disease has referred primarily to disorders of oxidative ATP production, as discussed above. However the breadth of the mitochondrial proteome now implicates a large number of additional phenotypes, such as soft tissue tumors (paragangliomas) and diabetes mellitus (27) . The discovery of new disease genes will further expand the clinical phenotypes associated with mitochondrial defects. For example, recently discovered mutations in mitochondrial protein PYCR1 cause a syndrome with advanced aging features and cutis laxa (90) , and mutations in mitochondrial protein DHODH underlie Miller syndrome, characterized by micrognathia, cleft lip, and limb hypoplasia (79). If we now define disorders of the mitochondrial proteome as the set of diseases caused by mutations in genes encoding mitochondrialocalized proteins, then over 150 different disorders may be encompassed (93) .
How can we begin to systematically understand the remarkable biochemical and clinical diversity of disorders stemming from defects in C10orf2, MPV17,  LRPPRC, MRPS16,  MRPS22, GFM1,  TSFM, TUFM, DARS2,  RARS2, TRMU, PUS1   COQ2, COQ9, PDSS1,  PDSS2, CABC1, TAZ,  OPA1, MFN2   SLC25A4, SLC25A3,  TYMP, DGUOK, TK2,  SUCLA2, this organelle? A useful approach may lie in connecting disease genes, clinical features, and biological pathways (Figure 4) . Using the wealth of genomic information that is now available, it is possible to identify biological pathways centered on a given disease gene. By connecting genes with clinical features, this framework can facilitate discovery of specific pathways underlying pathogenesis and can implicate functionally related genes as novel disease candidates.
A prerequisite for such integration is a careful phenotypic annotation of the diseases. Scharfe et al. recently made important progress in this direction by performing an extensive literature review of clinical phenotypes associated with defects in mitochondrial genes. These investigators created a database of 502 hierarchical clinical features associated with defects in 174 mitochondrial proteins (http://www. mitophenome.org) (93) . This dataset currently is both incomplete (missing approximately half of known RCD genes) and includes many proteins that may not reside primarily in the organelle, such as p53 (63, 67) and WFS1 (33) . Despite these caveats, the data set can be used as an initial framework for linking genes and pathways to clinical phenotypes. First, it becomes easy to quantify the cooccurrence of symptoms. For example, the integrated database can be used to learn that 89% of mitochondrial disease genes cause neurologic symptoms whereas 57% cause combined neurologic, metabolic, gastrointestinal and cardiovascular symptoms. Second, it becomes possible to look for biological connections between genes that cause specific phenotypes in patients. By querying this database, for example, it is clear that color vision defects (dyschromatopsia or monochromatic vision) can accompany mutations in any of five different mitochondrial genes (91, 109, 110, 123, 125) (Figure 4) . Third, by linking genes to known biological processes, it becomes straightforward to identify clinical features associated with particular biological pathways, such as fatty acid metabolism (Figure 4) . Such integration also makes it possible to identify novel disease gene candidates, as Scharfe et al. did by building gene networks based on similar clinical features (93) (Figure 4) . In a comparable vein, Huynen et al.
highlighted similar disease phenotypes within gene modules clustered on STRING function interactions (47) . Although these databases of clinical phenotypes are still in their infancy and suffer from significant ascertainment bias, they represent important steps in the systematic understanding of mitochondrial disease.
FUTURE PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES
Mitochondrial biology has been studied extensively for decades using traditional biochemical and molecular approaches. The comprehensive characterization of its protein inventory opens up exciting new opportunities for the systemslevel analysis of this organelle in health and disease. Some exciting prospects and challenges lie ahead.
What can we anticipate in the fast-moving area of mitochondrial proteomics? In the coming years, the remaining few hundred mitochondrial proteins not present in current catalogs will likely be identified through a combination of high-throughput and traditional biochemical strategies to yield a finished mitochondrial proteome. It will then be important to understand the extent of splice variation and posttranslational modifications of all of these proteins (5, 6, 13) , as well as their specific localization within the mitochondrion. Progress in this latter area has already been charted for the inner mitochondrial membrane and the mtDNA nucleoid (12, 23) and may benefit from emerging superresolution imaging technology (45) . Another major challenge lies in understanding how mitochondrial proteins function together in pathways and complexes. Hundreds of currently uncharacterized proteins will likely be linked to functions using high-throughput approaches such as RNAi, protein-protein interaction mapping, and computational predictions (10, 37, 49, 80, 81, 84) . Physical and functional interaction maps will be useful not only for understanding biological pathways within the organelle but also for linking the mitochondrion to other organelles, as illustrated recently by an elegant synthetic biology approach in yeast (56) . As the protein inventory and the complexes of the mitochondria become refined, it will be important to characterize its diversity across tissues, developmental states, and diseases. Initial efforts in this area have already begun (51, 54, 58, 78, 84, 85, 95) .
In the coming decade, perhaps the most exciting physiological and clinical insights will come from genetic studies of rare and common variation in the mitochondrial proteome. One of the most famous examples of common variation in the mitochondrial proteome is a missense polymorphism in the aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 (ALDH2) gene which in East Asians confers sensitivity to alcohol (122) . Many other such examples may be uncovered thanks to next-generation sequencing technology. Large-scale projects, such as the 1,000 Genomes Project, will soon catalog the spectrum of normal genomic variation (http://www.1000genomes.org). Resequencing of individuals with extreme mitochondrial phenotypes may yield a slew of additional highly penetrant variants. The challenge will be to establish causal links between genetic variants and specific phenotypes. Such challenges have been faced for decades by mitochondrial researchers, as evidenced by lively debates on how to distinguish pathogenic from benign variants in mtDNA (65, 69, 70) and by the expanding number of presumed monogenic diseases that are actually caused by multiple loci (14, 96, 112, 115) .
Understanding rare disorders of the mitochondrial proteome will also shed mechanistic insights into common disease. This has already been evident for neurodegenerative disease and diabetes (27) , but it could extend to many other common disorders. For example, Vogelstein et al. recently discovered frequent mutations in cytosolic isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) that underlie a variety of cancers, including brain tumors (7, 121) . Recently, an innovative metabolomics study demonstrated that the mutation is a gain-of-function variant causing the enzyme to produce hydroxyglutarate (24) . Interestingly, hydroxyglutarate is known to be elevated in inborn errors of mitochondrial www.annualreviews.org • Mitochondria and Human Diseasemetabolism and is believed to be involved in the development of brain tumors (2, 55) . Together, these studies suggest that hydroxyglutarate is important in the etiology of both rare and common tumors. Hence, the rare mitochondrial disorders will no doubt offer a valuable lens into the pathogenesis of a variety of common human diseases.
The sequencing of the human mtDNA in 1981 represented a landmark achievement that sparked the genetic era of mitochondrial medicine. This sequence has served as a framework for understanding molecular biology of the mtDNA and maternally inherited diseases. Now, the initial characterization of the mitochondrial proteome represents perhaps an even more important milestone for mitochondrial biology and medicine. Not only will it serve as a molecular foundation for systems-level analysis of mitochondria, but it will bring us one step closer to a genomic nosology of a large and challenging class of human disorders.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. The human mitochondrial proteome consists of an estimated 1,100-1,400 distinct proteins, of which 13 are encoded by the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA).
2. Approximately 1,100 of these proteins have been identified to date, mainly through large-scale proteomics, microscopy, and computation.
3. Approximately 15% of mitochondrial proteins are dual-localized.
Mitochondrial protein composition varies across tissues:
Approximately half of mitochondrial proteins are ubiquitous and found across all organs surveyed, whereas the remainder show tissue-specific expression.
5. The mitochondrial ribosome shows surprising diversity across tissues.
6. Seventy-five percent of the mammalian mitochondrial proteome shows homology to bacterial proteins, far exceeding the 48% rate across all mammalian proteins.
7. The list of disorders of the mitochondrial proteome is rapidly growing thanks to advances in proteomics and genetics.
8. The nearly complete protein characterization of mitochondria, combined with its tractability for experimental studies, makes the organelle an excellent test bed for clinical systems biology.
FUTURE ISSUES
1. Approximately 15% of the mitochondrial proteome awaits identification.
2. Further work is needed to characterize the mitochondrial proteome at the level of suborganellar localization, macromolecular complexes, and posttranslational modifications.
3. Additional studies are required to uncover how the mitochondrial proteome differs across developmental and disease states and to unravel the molecular basis of these differences.
4. The molecular basis of tissue-specific differences in the mitochondrial proteome remains elusive.
5. Advances in sequencing technology will help uncover links between inherited variation in the mitochondrial proteome and biochemical and clinical phenotypes.
